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FOUNDER’S VISION

Dr Stya Paul
(October 4, 1919 - June 7, 2010)

Inspiration behind Apeejay Stya Group & Apeejay Education
Founder & Chancellor, Apeejay Stya University

“ It is not a disgrace if dreams are unfulfilled,
but it is if we have no dreams to dream.”

Dr Stya Paul, eminent industrialist, educationist, philanthropist and freedom fighter provided the foundation
and inspiration for the emergence of the Apeejay Stya Group and Apeejay Education as trusted symbols of
quality and excellence in the country’s industrial and educational landscape. A pioneering entrepreneur with
a far-sighted vision of the future, Dr Stya Paul was instrumental in the rise of the Apeejay Group as one of the
biggest industrial houses of independent India and was a leading architect of the country’s emergence as a
self-reliant industrial superpower, founded on the strength of Indian capability and enterprise. As Chairman
Emeritus, he has guided the Apeejay Stya Group – a privately and closely-held leading Indian industrial
and investment House to become one of the major corporate houses of the country, with several alliances,
collaborations, and significant presence in Europe, the Middle East, and East Asia.
Dr Stya Paul, fondly called Sethji, was one of the earliest industrialists in the country who recognised the great
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“ Tu shaheen hai parwaz hai kaam tera,
tere saamne aasman aur bhi hain.” - Iqbal
(You are a falcon. Soaring high is your nature. There are skies yet for you to conquer.)

role that industry could play in providing quality

industry in young independent India, first embraced

education and contributing towards nation-building.

the concept of corporate social responsibility and

Towards this objective, he decided to set up not-for-

emphasised the need for an integral relationship

profit educational institutions across the country

between ethics and business.

where scientific and career-building knowledge
could be provided along with inculcation of values

During his long and illustrious career, Dr Stya

and an appreciation of Indian culture, arts, and

Paul has been actively associated with several

heritage. Starting with a small school in Jalandhar

social, cultural and professional bodies, and held

in 1967, the 16 schools and 8 institutions of higher

responsible positions reflecting his versatility,

learning established by him over the last four

leadership, and standing in the industry and social

decades under the aegis of Apeejay Education have

circles. His philanthropy and generosity knew no

flowered to become symbols of excellence in their

bounds, and throughout his life, he helped the

various disciplines, moulding the lives and careers

physically handicapped and the needy with financial

of future generations of the country. The year 2010

help and educational/vocational opportunities, thus

also saw the realisation of Dr Stya Paul’s lifetime

enabling them to join the mainstream. Over the years,

dream of setting up the Apeejay Stya University

numerous honours and accolades were bestowed

– a seat of global learning that would bring about

upon him in a life richly lived and full of sharing and

the transformation of society through value-based

caring. But he never desired any monuments to

education, man-making, and nation-building, by

himself, though there are living monuments, in the

blending the dual identities of a technology and

shape of multitudes of people across the country,

research-based university with a Liberal Arts

who share their memories of how he touched and

institution.

transformed their lives in his unique way.

Dr Stya Paul’s forays in the field of education

A true Karmayogi, Dr Stya Paul retained his zeal for

exhibited the same meticulous planning, concern for

hard work even in his advanced age and remained

detail, and flawless execution that were his hallmark

keenly involved in the management of the Apeejay

throughout his life. Each of the institutions set up

institutions well into his nineties. Active till the very

by him was an act of love, and he nurtured them

end, he left this world peacefully on June 7, 2010,

to success by creating a family-like environment

while preparing to leave for his office. But his life’s

through his personal touch, and a shared vision of

work and achievements, and the lasting legacy of

excellence and ownership with all the stakeholders

excellence that he leaves behind, will continue to

in the institutions. His vision of value-based holistic

inspire and guide us in all our endeavours, as we

education, focusing on acquiring thinking skills

strive to achieve the goals to which he devoted his

and ‘learning how to learn for life’ was truly global,

life. Like the ever-soaring falcon of Iqbal’s couplet

transcending the confines of state and country. It was

that inspired Dr Stya Paul throughout his life’s

also Dr Stya Paul who, as the undisputed voice of the

journey, his spirit will live on forever.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia
Chairman, Apeejay Education
Co-Founder & Chancellor, Apeejay Stya University
Co-Promoter & President, Apeejay Stya and Svran Group

The School of Architecture & Planning, at the Apeejay Institute of Technology (AIT), Greater Noida, has always
been focused on creative ideas, path-breaking innovation, and immaculate implementation in the realm of
Architecture. Its mission is to promote systematic academic development and emphasise qualitative aspects
in the profession of Architecture. We seek to define what Architecture education should be at present as well
as in the future, to train and produce a new generation of able architects to assimilate the wisdom of the tried
and tested, and merge it with the best of technology, new knowledge, and best practices.
The Institute comes under the aegis of the renowned Apeejay Education. Established in 1967, Apeejay
Education has built a rich heritage of over five decades in the field of quality education through a family of
26 not-for-profit institutions in various states of the country, offering quality education from Pre-Primary
to Doctoral levels. The vision and mission of Apeejay Education is reflected in its commitment to quality
education of global dimensions leading to man-making and nation-building. It strives to build institutions that
uphold the highest professional standards of excellence in education.
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The Apeejay Stya institutions exemplify the fact that

We strive to develop in our students an appreciation

the sky is not the limit in the pursuit of excellence. We

for the values of the past, the excitement of the

believe that education should enable the students to

present, and the challenges of the future. You

soar high – morally, socially, and spiritually. Besides

would find a wealth of learning opportunities at

domain expertise, human values and personal

our institutions that would serve as an essential

integrity are accorded the highest importance in

stepping stone to a fulfilling life and career.

all our endeavours. In our institutions, the emphasis
is given to the teaching of critical thinking skills to
help our students develop the ability to reach sound
conclusions based on observation and information.

Some of the many Awards and Accolades
bestowed on Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia:
Under the able leadership of Mrs Sushma Paul

• Conferred

Berlia, Chairman, Apeejay Education, and Chancellor,

Achievement ICONIC Award 2021 for her remarkable

Apeejay Stya University, the Group has achieved

achievement

many milestones. The contribution to society is

towards the upliftment of society and nation-

acknowledged internationally by both industry and

building at large, 29th January 2021.

academia. Few recent awards conferred on her are as
follows:

and

Dainik
her

Jagran-Inext

magnificent

Lifetime

contribution

• Honoured with ‘Most Promising Business Leaders
of Asia’ title by the Economic Times for demonstrating

• Sushma Paul Berlia was felicitated with the
Legendary Shiromani Award for “Excellence in
Education” at the NRI World Summit 2022, United
Kingdom.
• Conferred with Life Time Achievement Award:
Promoting Education for the Social Cause

the

at

Digital Education Summit August, 2021 organised

exemplary leadership qualities, December 2020.
• Conferred as the ET-Inspiring Entrepreneur of
India by Economic Times on 30th, June, 2020.
• Mahatma Gandhi Samman 2019 presented by NRI
Welfare Society (UK Chapter) at House of Commons,
London on 11th October 2019.

by Universal Mentors Association. The award was

• Conferred upon Lifetime Achievement award

presented by Shri Pushkar Singh Dhami , Hon’ble

for Outstanding Professional Achievement and

Chief Minister of Uttrakhand. It’s a recognition for

Social Contribution at the National CSR Summit,

her outstanding vision, dedication, and commitment

2019 organized by CSR Times at New Delhi, 18th

to education

September, 2019.

•

and many more...

Rotary Club of Delhi Premier in July, 2021

expressed its gratitude by facilitating Mrs Berlia as
COVID WARRIOR for all her philanthropic endeavours
and extraordinary contribution to help those in need
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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VISION
Apeejay Education committed to excellence in

individuals who have developed their intellectual,

education has over the years, set up a wide and

artistic, and professional talents to the highest

useful network of schools, colleges, and institutions in

degree and who have an exalted sense of purpose

various parts of the country, in its endeavour to bring

in their lives, inspiring them all around to transcend

quality education at all levels. The main objective is

barriers, overcome odds and work in unison to bring

to provide the student not only ‘education for living

about positive change in society. Apeejay School

& livelihood’ but also ‘Education for Life’ by focusing

of Architecture & Planning aims to provide quality

on the inculcation of human and moral values through

professional education in the field of architecture

the curriculum. Apeejay Education’s achievement

by:

is in empowering learners and providing them with
world-class education coupled with a fundamental
foundation in leadership and professional skills to face
the new liberalised global economy.

• Encouraging faculty to impart knowledge to students
through

• Creating,

and

innovative

pedagogical

Inculcating,

and

transferring

the

Apeejay Education believes that education should

knowledge to students to understand and address

enable the students to soar high - morally, socially,

the needs of individuals, communities, societies and

and spiritually. The vision of the institute is to create

countries for the service of humanity.

a global educational community of conscientious
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research

techniques.

• Creating a healthy competitive as well as

• Making students aware of current challenges

cooperative environment among the students not

faced by society due to globalisation, societal

just through academics but also through extra-

problems, and environmental pollution.

curricular activities for the overall development of
our students.

• Organising social outreach programmes related
to current societal issues.

MISSION
“Promoting systematic academic development &
emphasis on qualitative aspects in the profession of
Architecture.”

HISTORY
Apeejay Institute of Technology - School of

Architecture, as a profession, was still in its infancy

Architecture & Planning was set up in 1999, in a 29-

and an acute shortage of trained architects was

acre lush green campus at Greater Noida. Apeejay

felt. Also, Dr Stya Paul had a rare instinct to know

Education, which by then had already established

the location of Greater Noida would develop by

a gamut of schools and higher education

leaps and bounds in the times to come, which

institutions in different realms including fine arts

proved to be absolutely true.

and design, felt the need for a premium institution
for architecture. It is with this thought that the

The School was formally inaugurated in October

visionary, Dr Stya Paul, with the active participation

1999 to coincide with the initiation of classes for

of his daughter, Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia, along with

B.Arch 1st year, 1st semester under the aegis of Dr.

people most close to them, set up the Apeejay

B.R. Ambedkar University, Agra. This pioneer batch,

School of Architecture and Planning, further

the only one to be affiliated to the University, has

to thorough research, planning, and futuristic

now graduated. Starting with academic session

foresight.

2000-2001, the B.Arch. Course(s) have been
affiliated to the Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical
University, Lucknow.
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FROM DIRECTOR’S DESK

Prof.
Vivek Sabherwal
M. Arch FLWSA
Director, SAP, AIT

Today, India needs architects who are not only

Innovation wherein students, alumni, and faculty

visionaries but are also practical and grounded

would focus on experimentation, advanced design

creative

knowledge, and work closely with the construction

thinkers,

practitioners,

and

team
life-long

workers,
learners.

reflective
In

our

industry partners and allied professionals.

institution, this is what we seek to achieve through
all our endeavours.

We all know that Architecture is both an Art &
Science and we expect our students & faculty to

Over the years, we have conducted national-

do research and form an alliance with the industry.

level seminars/conferences and workshops to

Our approach is to interact with the profession to

bring greater awareness among our students and

a greater degree than in the past, and the School

faculty. In recent times, we have ushered in online

has already emphasised communicating with the

teaching and have trained our faculty extensively

profession & industry.

in digital education, and have conducted online
classes successfully. It is our privilege that AKTU

With the guidance and support of Apeejay Education,

(our affiliating university) selected us as a premier

under the leadership of Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia,

Institute to provide quality online lectures for

our Institute is all set to scale to new heights of

Architecture students of all colleges under its

excellence.

flagship, and awarded our teachers certificates of
appreciation.

Looking forward to welcoming our new students for
a fascinating and enriching learning experience.

Not complacent to rest on its laurels, the School
of Architecture & Planning is future-focused.
The Institute aims to offer more professional
coursessuch as Interior Design, Masters in Planning,
etc. as well as more value-added programmes.
Further, we aspire to set up a Centre of Design
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WHY YOU
SHOULD JOIN
SAP?
• Focus on holistic development
• Excellent academic records
• Best industry and academic interface
• Good infrastructure
• Experienced & growing faculty
• Virtual library & research center

ABOUT
AIT-CAMPUS
AIT Campus, about 30 kms away from Wave
Noida City Center, is part of the Institutional
Area of Greater Noida - a modern, well-planned,
and fast-growing city. It offers the student a
lifetime opportunity to witness the growth and
development of a new settlement, enabling
pragmatic visions on architectural ideas, urban
design, and landscape design. It is well-connected
to Noida, Delhi, and other surrounding areas by
road network. Regular frequent bus service is
available from New Delhi/Noida to Apeejay Campus,
Greater Noida.
The School of Architecture & Planning is an integral
constituent of the Apeejay Institute of Technology
situated in Greater Noida, Dist. Gautam Budh
Nagar, U.P. India. The AIT campus occupies an area
of 29 acres.
The Campus also has a residential facility for the
students and the faculty members, thus fostering a
healthy interface for learning. The campus is Wi-Fi
enabled with impressive speed.
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ACADEMIC INFRASTRUCTURE
HOSTEL
Hostel Room will be allotted (subject to availability) for one full academic session and fee
will be charged annually as per the applicable fee structure. Excellent separate hostel
accommodation for boys and girls is available with a lounge, mess, dining hall, common
hall, indoor games, telephone and TV room, and other amenities. Hostel accommodation
is available on a single and a double basis. Sports facilities are available within the campus
and new sports facilities are also being developed. Accommodation is granted preferably
to outstation students. Further information can be obtained from the office of the School
Hostel Warden.

DESIGN STUDIOS
There is an appropriate number of Architectural Studios equipped with a sufficient number of
drawing boards, lockers and display boards. Well-furnished lecture halls and tutorial rooms;
and other facilities for audio-visual presentations with the aid of LCD and overhead projectors
are also provided.

COMPUTER LABS
The networked and Internet computer labs consisting of high configuration workstations,
projectors, and printers including A0 size plotters, A3-A4 size inkjet, and laser printers. The
labs are equipped with the latest architectural and other related software like AutoCad,
Rhino, Revit, Maya, 3DMax, Sketchup, CorelDraw, Adobe Suite, MS Office, and English
Language Lab Software, etc. The campus is Wi-Fi enabled with an excellent internet speed.

LIBRARY
The library has more than 22,000 books, various national and international journals, and
AKTU - Nalanda E Consortium. The library has a rich collection of knowledge resources
predominantly related to architecture and allied fields. The library offers a range of
informative databases for research and the development of professional standards.

WORKSHOPS & LABS
There are well-equipped Carpentry and Model Making Workshops consisting of adequate
tools & equipment to provide hands-on experience to the students. A well-developed
Construction Yard is also there to facilitate various activities concerned with construction.
There is also a well-equipped Surveying Lab consisting of theodolites, dumpy levels,
prismatic compass, plane table surveying equipment, chain surveying equipment, etc. to
facilitate training the students about surveying and levelling.
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FACETS OF
HOLISTIC
LEARNING
EDUCATIONAL TRIPS
To enhance Architectural education and to
make it purposeful, the School’s objective is to
facilitate educational field trips for students
across different years to study different
aspects of vernacular architecture, climateresponsive architecture, history of architecture
and to explore the rich heritage and diversity
thus open avenues of learning for the young
minds. Students in recent times have visited
several cities such as Chandigarh, Lucknow,
Jaipur, Ahmedabad and Shekhawati region of
Rajasthan, to name a few.

PARTICIPATION IN NASA

(National Association for Students
of Architecture)
Our students actively participate in various
formal and informal competitions, attend
workshops every year, and interact with
students of other colleges across India and
come back richer in experience.

PROMOTING HUMAN
VALUES AT ALL LEVELS
There are several programmes and projects
on human values which are blended in
the curriculum of the Apeejay School of
Architecture & Planning, across all levels.
Further, we identify, acknowledge and
appreciate students who exhibit exemplary
sense of human values and high level of integrity
in their behaviour to bestow upon them the
coveted Dr Stya Paul award for human values.
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SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENTS
9th Position - Shikha

University position awarded by Dr APJ AKTU, Lucknow.

Bharti (2015-20 Batch)
Ranked Ist, AKTU list of

First 100 students based on Theory End Semester Marks (TEM) in

Institute-wise breakup

B.Arch (Semester III). 35 students of Apeejay - School of Architecture

(2016-17 batch)

and Planning ranked in the top 100 students, amongst all architecture
colleges of AKTU, based on Theory End Semester Marks (TEM).

University Topper - Tanvi

Honoured by Sh. R. K. Khandal (Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, GBTU), Sam

Agarwal (2008-13 batch)

Pitroda (Chief Guest of the Convocation & Former advisor to the Prime
Minister), Sh B. L. Joshi (Hon’ble Governor & Chancellor, GBTU) and
Technical Education Minister of U.P.

16th Position - Lipi Agrawal

University position awarded by Dr APJ AKTU, Lucknow.

(2008-13 batch)

125+ E-Lectures

AIT SAP e-Learning
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4th Position - Radhika

University position awarded by Dr APJ AKTU, Lucknow.

Shukla (2007-12 batch)
8th Position - Richa Goyal
(2007-12 batch)
14th Position - Esha
Agarwal (2007-12 batch)

University position awarded by Dr APJ AKTU, Lucknow.

University position awarded by Dr APJ AKTU, Lucknow.
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ALUMNI PLACEMENTS
technologies

Disclaimer: We offer only placement assistance. Placements may vary with
industry requirements, market sentiment and student merit.
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and many more...

NATIONAL SEMINARS & AFIIM
The Institute implies various ways to have holistic development of both students and faculties as a part of
the learning system. National-level educational seminars, faculty development programmes, workshops &
seminars are conducted and planned for various important issues and subdomains of Architecture.

NATIONAL SEMINAR
A national-level seminar on Architecture Education was conducted in January 2018 which covered a wide
range of topics concerning Rifts, Challenges, and Divergences in Architecture Theory & Praxis, eminent
architects from different parts of the country, both from Academia and Practice, participated in the Seminar
including Architect Vijay Garg, Vice President of Council of Architecture, who shared important statistics
of the status of Architectural Education and a spell-binding presentation by the key speaker, Architect
Christopher C. Benninger. Architect Yatin Pandya, Dikshu Kukreja, Architect Charanjit Singh Shah, Gita
Balakrishnan, Architect Snehanshu Mukherjee, Dr S.M. Akhtar, and Prof. K.T. Ravindran were other eminent
guests.

AFIIM
A multi-dimensional unique event named as Apeejay Festival of Ideas by Ignited Minds [AFIIM] is conducted
at the beginning of every year. It witnesses participation from various architecture colleges from all over
the country. Eminent architects from across the country are invited as speakers to share their innovative
ideas. Smart Habitat Foundation and Dr Prem Jain Memorial Trust have collaborated on student design
competitions and for two years in succession, our students have been winning prizes with an independent
jury comprising eminent architects.

KNOWLEDGE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMMES
Webinars are organised with the best in the industry for updates on the latest trends and new challenges
faced by professionals. Information share on topics by these professionals keeps students updated on
dialogues and helps them orient themselves in research work during their dissertations and thesis work.
E-learning Outreach Courses are a new range of paid certified 4 to 8-week programmes organised in
collaboration with the industry for students of architecture not just the AIT SAP but also the students of
other architecture schools.
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FACULTY
DIRECTOR
Prof. Vivek Sabherwal
Experience 32 Yrs
M. Arch., Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture, U.S.A.
B. Arch. GCA, Lucknow

PROFESSORS
Prof. Anand Khatri

Prof . (Dr) Bipasha Kumar

Experience 29 Yrs

Experience 29 Yrs

M.Arch., SPA, Delhi

Ph. D. SPA, Delhi

B.Arch, GCA, Lucknow

M.Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

Intach. UVCT, Poiesis

B.Arch. MANIT, Bhopal, AITP, ITPI, Delhi

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Ar. Rochika Sharma
Ar. Sumi Agarwal

Experience 29 Yrs

Experience 25 Yrs

M. Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

M.Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

B. Arch. Panjab University, Chandigarh

B. Arch. G.E.C Pandit Ravishankar University, Raipur
Ar. Vaani Dua
Ar. Smita Rashmi

Experience 14 Yrs

Experience 18 Yrs

M. Arch. Aayojan College of Architecture, Jaipur B. Arch.

M. Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

SPA, Delhi

B. Arch. Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar
Ar. Madhur Prakash
Ar. Sramana Banerjee

Experience 11 Yrs

Experience 20 Yrs+

M.Arch, Manipal University, Karnataka B.Arch, BBD

M.Arch, Kurukshetra University,

University, Lucknow

B.Arch, M.I.T, Aurangabad

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Ar. Alka Arora
Experience 31 Yrs
Pursuing PhD. SPA, New Delhi, M.Arch M.U.D. SPA, New
Delhi, B. Arch. Nagpur University, Nagpur
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Ar. Harshita Agarwal
Experience 10 Yrs
Pursing Ph.D. - SRM University, Planning (Housing) - SPA,
New Delhi B.Arch - AIT-SAP Gr. Noida
AITP - ITPI, New Delhi

Ar. Shyamal Mishra

Ar. Vishakha Garg

Experience 16 Yrs

Experience 4 Yrs

Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

M.Arch (Jamia Millia Islamia, Recreation Architecture)

B.Arch. GCA, Lucknow

B. Arch (Aayojan School of Architecture)

Ar. Shashi Singh

Ar. Aniqa Saud

Experience 20 Yrs

Experience: 7 Yrs

M.Arch. AKTU, Lucknow

M. Arch.: Urban Regeneration,

B.Arch. Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra, Ranchi

Jamia Millia Islamia B.Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia

Ar. Nida Hasan

Ar. Kanika Verma

Experience 7 Yrs

Experience 12 Yrs

Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi; B.Arch.,

M.Arch. CEPT University

Integral University, Lucknow

B.Arch. Guru Govind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi

Ar. Nilofar Saifi

Ar. Gunjan Tyagi

Experience: 7 Yrs

Experience 11 Yrs

M.arch. Jamia Millia University B.Arch. AIT-SAP

M. Arch. B.B.D. N.I.T.M. University, Lucknow B.Arch. B.B.D, UPTU
University,LKO

Ar. Kuldeep Mishra
Experience 10 Yrs

Ar. Raj Kumar Sharma

M. Arch. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, B. Arch. FoA,GBTU

Experience 10 Yrs

(UPTU), Lucknow, Pursing PhD. AKTU, Lucknow

Pursing Ph.D. DCRUST, Murthal University, M.Arch. M.D.U. Rothak,
Haryana, B. Arch. GBTU(UPTU), Lko

Ar. Kamini Singh
Experience 12 Yrs

Ar. Richa Kushwaha

Pursuing Ph.D on Climate Responsive Urban Design from

Experience 7 Yrs

SPA Delhi

Pursuing Ph.D. (NIT Patna) Master’s in Building Engineering and

M-Arch (Urban Design) from SPA Delhi B-Arch from AIT

Management (SPA Delhi) B.Arch (BBDNITM, GBTU, Lucknow)

SAP Greater Noida
Ar. Tanuja Bhandari
Ar. Aastha Kalia

Experience: 9 Yrs

Experience 7 Yrs

M.arch (Pedagogy)- Jamia Millia Islamia) B.Arch- (IKGPTU)

M. Arch (Sustainable Architecture) from DCRUST, Murthal
B. Arch from DCRUST, Murthal

Ar. Rajeev Sharma
Experience: 6 Yrs M.arch (AKTU, Lucknow.)

Ar. Naved Ariyana

B.arch (RGPV, Bhopal)

Experience 8 Yrs
M.Arch. (Healthcare Planning) Jamia Millia Islamia, New
Delhi, B. Arch Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi
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INDUSTRY INTERFACE
Workshops and lectures are conducted in the

design, art & design, large span structures, are

school with eminent architects, academicians,

organized by professionals working on these

and allied professionals to give a realistic feel

projects. An annual cash award for the student’s

of the profession, beyond the syllabus, to the

work has been instituted by Dr Prem Jain Memorial

students. They have been talking to students about

Trust.

the leading thought and the challenges of the
profession. The school has a strategic tie-up with

Special lectures from AKTU e-training certified

the agencies like Dr Prem Jain Memorial Trust and

faculty and professionals are also available on our

Habitat Foundation to further the cause of student

channel for the students to give them a broad

and faculty interests.

spectrum of knowledge and training. This gives a
full-bodied and holistic development to student

Workshops on bamboo architecture, sustainability,
alternative technologies, site planning, and museum

24

capabilities.

Eminent Speakers at SAP, AIT

Ms Sapna Kumar

Ar. Dikshu Kukreja

Vice President of Council of Architecture

Principal Architect, C.P. Kukreja Architects

Vijay Garg

Ar. Neeraj Manchanda

Ex. Vice-President, Council of Architecture

Practicing Architect

Ar Gita Balakrishnan

Vinod Gupta

Founder Ethos

Architect

Ms. Payal Jain

Ar. Achal Kataria Architect

Dr. Prem Jain Memorial Trust

Specialist in Medical Architecture

Ar. Jasbir Sawhney

Er. Aashish Rakheja

Architect, Delhi

Specialist in MEP

Ar. Dean D Cruz

Ar A.K. Jain

Architect, Goa

Ex. Commissioner of DDA

Ar. Chitrarekha Kabre

Ar Sheetal Rakheja Architect

Professor (Specialist in Sustainability)

Specialist in Green Building Design

Christopher Benninger

Prof. Shyam Khandekar Architect

Architect, CCBA Designs

Specialist in Urban Design

Balbir Verma

Dr Amit Hajela Architect

Ex-President, Indian, Institute of Architects

Specialist in Urban Design

Prof. Ashok Lall

Dr Sewaram

Architect

Specialist in Traffic Transportation

Snehanshu Mukherjee

Ar. Snehanshu Mukherjee

Academician, Practicing Professional

Specialist in Museum Design

Charanjit Singh Shah

Ar. Nilanjan Bhowal

Academician, Practicing Professional

Specialist in Sustainable Architecture

Dr S.M. Akhtar

Ar. Sangeet Sharma

Department Head, Architecture,

Architect, Chandigarh

Jamia Millia Islamia
Srijan Pal Singh
Kalam Centre (AKTU)
Prof. K.T. Ravindran

Ar. Farid Esmail
X-Architects UAE
Ar. Yatin Pandya
Author, Academician & Researcher

Academician, Urban Designer
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SOCIETAL
CONCERNS
In the wake of a clarion call for a nationwide lockdown
given by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the Apeejay
Education reached out immediately to students with a
seamless stream of online learning. What is remarkable
is that they took ‘Vidyaa daan’ or the precious gift of
knowledge to Architecture students beyond their own
institutions, thereby benefitting a wider base of students.
Wherever feasible, knowledge and enrichment are being
extended beyond the online classrooms. They are being
projected to wider student bases, social media platforms,
YouTube channels and other platforms where they reach
a larger audience that can benefit from them. School of
Architecture & Planning, has done an exemplary job of
reaching out with expertise to an entire community of
students and enthusiasts of architecture. Recognising
their commendable contribution, Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Technical University (AKTU) Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor
and Pro-Chancellor have issued e-certificates to 20
of its faculty members including the Director for their
initiative for e-teaching for AKTU. This means the domain
knowledge is being extended beyond its architecture
students. Online teaching efforts as directed by AKTU are
going on in full steam.
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LEARNING BY DOING
PROGRAMMES
Our learning programme is designed to give experiential learning to
the students and engage them in hands-on experience in different
areas such as building construction & allied Art subjects, and
encourage them to be masters of all trades.
This type of learning is the foundation component of the learning
experience. At SAP, there is an attempt to grasp the ideal ‘Learning
by Doing’ of enthusiastic cooperation in solving problems, working
together in campus construction sites, clay modelling, and origami
designs in a creative environment which makes the life of students
here full and fascinating.

CULTURAL EVENTS
At Apeejay, cultural events are of various kinds and they are as
important as academics for the students. Events, programmes, and
occasions such as dance, music, poetry, and other forms of art or even
celebrating festivals together bring students together in a space where
everyone can celebrate culture and diversity. We provide our students
with space wherein those coming from various socio-economic,
cultural, religious, and territorial backgrounds can represent
themselves as they wish and learn from others’ perspectives.
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE FOR
ACADEMIC SESSION 2022-23
Applications are invited for Admission to Bachelor of Architecture (21st Batch for Academic Session 2022-23)

ADMISSION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
1. No candidate shall be admitted to the Architecture course unless she/he has passed an examination at
the end of the 10+2 scheme of examination with Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics subjects or passed 10+3
Diploma Examination with Mathematics as a compulsory subject.
2. The candidate needs to qualify an aptitude test in architecture conducted either by NTA (i.e. JEE) or
“NATA” conducted by “Council of Architecture.”

NOTE
• Eligibility Criteria shall be as per the notification(s) of the Council of Architecture & AKTU, Lucknow
applicable at the time of admissions. Candidates may visit the websites of the Council, www.coa.gov.in and
AKTU, Lucknow, aktu.ac.in
• To appear in JEE Examination, candidates are advised to visit the website of NTA (www.nta.ac.in)
• To appear in NATA Examination, candidates are advised to visit the website of NATA (www.nata.in)

ADMISSION THROUGH UNIVERSITY COUNSELING
The aspirants with valid score may appear in the counseling conducted by Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical
University (AKTU) Lucknow, in online mode for candidates who qualify for the entrance exam. Candidates need to
register for participation in the counseling session and need to choose APEEJAY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGYSCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING, GREATER NOIDA (College Code – 088) as their first choice. Once
the seat is allotted, the candidate is required to report in the college with the letter of seat allotment.

REGISTRATION PROCESS FOR ADMISSION AT INSTITUTE LEVEL
Candidates can apply online or offline for admission through the following STEPs by filling the registration form.
•

Online Registration (Kindly visit us @ www.apeejay.edu/architecture)

•

Offline Registration: Candidates can purchase REGISTRATION FORM from the Admission Office, AIT

Campus, Greater Noida & submit the same in the Admission Office with complete information along with
required documents.
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FEE STRUCTURE
Course Name:

Bachelor of Architecture

Available Seats:

120 as per AKTU, CoA & AICTE

Tuition Fee:

Rs.87,466.00/-* per annum

* Exclusive of Other Admissible Charges. Caution Money from new entrants in the first year only is refundable at the end of the course,
subject to clearing of dues.
* The above Tuition Fee was fixed for the years 2017-18 to 2019-20 by Admission & Fee Regulatory, UP Govt. / Court against which the
appeal of the Institute is pending adjudication before Appellate Authority / Court, which appeal when decided would result in a substantial
increase in tuition fee. At present, the same tuition fee is being collected provisionally which is subject to upward revision from time to time
by the Admission & Fee Regulatory Committee, UP Govt./Appellate Authority [ies]/ Courts.
The students would be required to pay the difference in tuition fee as is finally determined and amount being paid provisionally. Refer
undertaking to be given by candidate[s] and his/her parents at the time of Admission in acceptance of terms as per format annexed.

HOSTEL FEES INCLUDING MESS
Single Accommodation: Rs. 90,500/- per year +5000/- Caution Money (Refundable).
Shared Accommodation (Double seated): Rs.79,500/- per year+ 5000/- Caution Money (Refundable). [Facility of
shared accommodation is subject to permission from the competent authority]

RULES & REGULATIONS
•

A minimum attendance requirement, as prescribed by the University is necessary for the satisfactory pursuit
of studies of the course.

•

The student shall abide by the rules of the School and the Hostel as framed from time to time.

•

Ragging is strictly prohibited and is a criminal offence. As per orders of the Supreme Court, any student found
guilty of ragging will be expelled from the college and an FIR will be lodged against him/her.
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For Location, Scan

Apeejay Institute of Technology - School of Architecture & Planning
Institutional Area-1, Knowledge Park-I, Surajpur Kasna Road, Greater Noida, U.P.-201308,
India Tel.: 0120 2322025/26/27, +91-9667399811, 9311950702
Email: admissions.ait.arch@apeejay.edu
Apeejay Education is a social commitment of the Apeejay Stya Group Carrying forth
the Apeejay Stya Legacy of 50+ Years of Excellence in Education

Follow Us On
For all details, please visit the website www.apeejay.edu/architecture

